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Get Started

1. Give an example of a time when you felt your life was “unbalanced” (ie: you ate too much junk; 
             didn’t exercise enough; spent too much time at work; got addicted to a TV show; kept up on yard 
             work, but let the inside fall apart; not enough/too much church in your life, etc.). 
             How did you feel? What, if anything, did you do to get things in balance?  

 

 

Questions for Conversation

1. Who are Martha and Mary? What do we know about them from other passages (John 11:1-44; 
             John 12:1-8)? What is unique about their household arrangement? 

2. How would you describe the difference between Martha and Mary as you meet them in this story 
             and in John 11 and 12? 

3. How do you envision Martha having “welcomed him into her home”? Do you get the impression 
             she went out of her way to invite Him in, or did she simply oblige His request to come in?   

4. Israel at this time was a male-dominated society. Women were absolutely not on the same social 
             status as their male counterparts. What then is being conveyed about discipleship when we read 
             that Mary, a woman, “sat at the Lord’s feet and listened to His teaching” (v. 39)? Do you think 
             Martha expected Mary to assume her “proper” gender role and serve their guests (v. 40)?  

5. Was Mary being disrespectful toward her sister, or was she being respectful to Jesus? 
             Could she have been both?

6.         What are some of things that we should appreciate about Martha? (compare John 11:17-27) 

7. What was Martha doing right? (compare Romans 12:13; 1 Peter 4:9,10) 

8. What was wrong with Martha’s actions in the context? What does this reveal about the possible 
             danger of serving? 

9. What is the point that Jesus is trying to make when he challenges Martha? What is the better part 
             or portion that Jesus offers? Why won’t it be ‘taken away’? 

 
 

 

   

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

Apply This

1. Have you ever used serving as a distraction that keeps you from being honest before Jesus? 
             Have you ever found yourself becoming anxious or bitter toward others while you are serving? 
             Share your experience (as much as you are comfortable) with the group. 

2. What helps you to maintain a balance between serving others and receiving from Jesus?   

 

Thanksgiving
Sunday Service

"You are what you eat"
(John 4:27-38)

“Part 3. The Better Part”
(Luke 10:38-42 )


